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Congratulations to our own Heroes!
Four Austin candidates succcessfully completed their FRACS exams in May 2015. (Left to right): Krinal Mori,
Yahya Al Habbal, Senior Examiner Simon Banting, Marcos Perini and Lawrence Lau.

Editor’s Ramblings
V Muralidharan

Triumph & Disaster!
ANZAC centenary issue

Welcome to the first edition in the second year of
this quarterly. The production which began as an experimental newsletter has snowballed in to a fullyfledged e-zine with the fourth edition weighing in at
40 pages. As we await the feedback from the readership we continue to move gingerly in to the second
cycle. As the one hundredth anniversary of ANZAC
cove passes by this issue pays tribute to the memories of those who have served the country since that
infamous campaign.

As with the Dardanelles Campaign so does real life
reflect the alternating cycles of good and bad news.
The May 2015 FRACS examination results are out
and four of the Austin candidates were successful.
Overall across the nation the examination had a pass
rate of 75% including IMGs. When SET trainees are
considered the success rate improves to 80%. Victorian results are at an outstanding 91%, something all
surgeons involved in training and education in Victoria and Tasmania should take heart in their efforts.

Triumph and disaster are the two sides of the same
coin and Gallipoli was no different. The military disaster, wasteful loss of lives were subsequently balanced by the development of the ANZAC identity and
spirit which has flourished to this day. To commemorate this significant time we have a number of articles
from surgeons and trainees of their experience in the
Australian Defence Force Reserves.

Simultaneously the invitations for SET selections
were sent out to potential future trainees. Due to
myriad reasons the numbers invited for interview are
lower in 2015 for the 2016 intake though once again
Austin appears to have done very well. The reasons
for this are covered over leaf in the Training Corner.

A/Prof Frank Miller, surgeon in Wangaratta and one
of our own SET trainees Sean Stevens speak of their
experience in the Army Reserves. Prof Bruce Waxman, colorectal surgeon and current director of the
RACS Skills Lab reminisces on his family history and
his journey in the Air Force while Mr Martin Richardson, Orthopaedic surgeon gives us the views from
the Navy.
Robert Winther, Veteran Liaison at Repatriation Hospital described briefly the history of the DVA and Repatriation Hospital and I share my thoughts on my
personal experience of the ANZAC Day Dawn Service in Canberra this year. The ANZAC components
is rounded off by a short book review of ANZAC Surgeons published by the RACS.

In addition Daniel Ng Ying Kin and Chunxiao (Don)
Zhang join the editorial team to replace Alayne Moreira and Peng Luen (Nicholas) Low who have our
thanks for their contributions to date.
Thus I leave you with these thoughts:
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
and treat those two impostors just the same;
- (from “If” by Rudyard Kipling,)
Editorial Team
Patron:			
Editor:			
Assoc Editors:		
			
			
			
			

Chris Christophi
Vijayaragavan Muralidharan
Ankur Sidhu
Chunxiao (Don) Zhang
Daniel Ng Ying Kin
James Walcott
Jurstine Daruwalla

Feedback & Contributions: muv@unimelb.edu.au
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Training Corner
V Muralidharan

Selection Woes!
Understanding the General Surgery SET Selection Process

The week gone by has been one of anxiety, anticipation and much disappointment to many trainees.
The invitations to attend General Surgery SET selection were sent out and a large number of applicants
appear to have missed out the chance to be in the
running for entry in 2016. The fact that this included
residents who made it to the interview in 2014 for
entry in 2015 has caused much confusion and disappointment amongst both trainees and surgeons who
are their mentors.
Most of you should be aware that a decision was made
to remove SET1 year from training as it had proven to
be insignificant in achieving its stated purpose. This
was compounded by most SET1 rotation which were
mediocre and the absence of any significant logbook
requirements. The process is being phased in over
two years. Entry to General Surgery SET was halved
for the 2015 and 2016 intakes. The 2015 intake would
complete SET1 rotations in the best of the SET1 positions while the rest were returned to the hospitals
as non-training positions. The as 2015 ends most of
the remaining SET1 positions will also be returned to
the hospitals while a few exceptional rotations will
be upgraded to SET2+ positions. The difference with
the 2016 intake is that they come under the new SET
entry requirements which include mandatory procedural competencies. The upside for them is that they
will commence as SET2+ in 2016 joining those from
the 2015 intake moving up from their SET1 year. Unfortunately what this means is that the number of
vacant positions available in the years 2015 and 2016
for selection are essentially halved.
The selection process includes a structured CV application with some mandatory requirements and the
accumulation of referee reports which then lead to
Vol 2 Issue 1 May 2015

the structured multiple station interviews. As the
interviews are time and resource intensive it has
always been a challenge to determine the number
of trainees to be interviewed. This is based on the
scores from the referees reports and CV. In the past,
including the 2015 intake, the top 75% of applicants
were invited to attend interviews. A large number of
those were not offered positions as the total available SET1 positions were halved for 2015.
A decision was made by the Board in General Surgery
to limit the interviews to the top 50% of applicants
for the 2016 intake simply based on the numbers of
applicants, the availability of positions and data from
previous selection rounds. It would be extremely
unlikely that applicants in the lower two quartiles
would have any chance of being offered positions.
One could argue that some trainees just under the
50th percentile may excel in the interviews and thus
may be deprived of a chance for entry. However that
same argument would be present whatever the cut
off level.
There is a significant upside to the decision that benefits applicants, which may not be readily apparent
to all. If we had the usual cut off level a large number
of trainees with little or no chance of selection would
have been invited to the interview process. They
would subsequently have waited in expectation until
a number of rounds of offers were complete. This
often takes until late September or October and occasionally in November and then to realise that they
have not been selected. By reducing the numbers
for interviews many of the applicants know early that
they are not in the running and will be able to concentrate on planning for the 2017 intake when the
admission numbers will revert to normal levels.
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Pathfinder
Sean Stevens

My Grandfather the Army and I!
Keeping up the family tradition

As I grew older, my curiosity deepened. My grandad
disliked speaking of the war and we didn’t push him.
Occasionally, he would surprise us with recollections
that shaded the outline but concealed the detail of
the War’s presence in his life: the listing of the ship on
the voyage to North Africa, the vivacity of Egyptian
souqs and the humidity of Sri Lanka. Similarly, dotted
throughout the house lay other clues: a jewelled dagger from Syria, a mother-of-pearl cross from Jerusalem and, most intriguingly, the helmet of an enemy
soldier, hidden in a closet.
Of course, soldiers bring home from war more than
travel stories and trinkets. With maturity, I began to
perceive the less tangible effects five years at war had
had on a young, newly married man. He was neither
the husband nor the father he could have been. He
and his wife slept in separate bedrooms and inhabited
different parts of the house. He struggled to help a
son who drank himself to an early death. My grandad
never gained meaningful employment and withdrew
from socialising.

I first learnt that my grandad fought in World War II
when I was a young boy. I was incredulous that this
quiet, kindly and grey-haired man, who shuffled along
with a walking stick, could have once ran, rifle in hand,
in Army uniform in far away lands. I could not make
the connection between his past and his present and
understand him to be the same person.
4

As I progressed through medical training, I learned a
different language with which to understand my grandad. I realised he had suffered anxiety, depression and
had his own issues with substance abuse. Perhaps the
consequences of stressful experiences he had struggled to cope with as a young soldier and a returned
veteran. In the time of WW2, the phrase ‘post-traumatic stress disorder’ was yet to be coined and the
clinical entity was poorly understood.
Furthermore, soldiers were expected to be resilient:
expressing emotional distress was interpreted as a
sign of weakness. And weakness is the antithesis of
the ANZAC spirit.
Laminas - Austin General Surgery Training Quarterly

I joined the Army in 2011. At that time, I was a Surgical HMO. The selection process was quite lengthy.
First there is an aptitude test to see what jobs a
candidate is suitable to apply for. This is followed by
physical and psychological assessments and then an
interview with an officer. The final hurdle is Officer
Selection Board, which is a day of continual assessment across a variety of tasks. A successful applicant
is then commissioned as an officer in the Australian
Army. Doctors bypass the rank of Lieutenant and are
commissioned into the rank of captain (consultants
enter as Majors).
A medical officer is considered a “Special Service Officer”. This means the officer has done a professional
degree of some sort such as nursing, physiotherapy,
law, engineering, accounting or teaching for example. Before a Special Service Officer is considered
“deployable” (ie ready to be sent on a mission) we
need to complete a range of courses. The first course
is 32 days and teaches newbies what it means to be
an officer in the Army. This involves theoretical components such as the structure of the army, principals
of war, methods for preparing and giving orders and
military history. There are also the practical components such as learning how to march, read maps with
military symbology, navigate, shoot, patrol and move
under fire.
High explosive range
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A mud map
The days were long, the tempo fast and the discipline was strict – not unlike being the registrar to a
demanding surgeon. A few people struggled to cope
and some unfortunately left the course and later the
Army. The highlight of the course was the 24hour
field exercise that concluded the field-training component. This involved patrolling out to a designated
location in the bush, defending our position against
enemy attack (several times throughout the night)
and returning the next day while being subjected to
occasional ambushes. This left us tired, cold, hungry
but exhilarated - a bit like a weekend on-call at a regional hospital - except armed with a rifle.
A major theme of the course was teamwork and
mateship. The course instructors instilled in us the
importance of functioning as a collective rather than
as individuals. If one person was late to a 0600 roll
call, or was wearing their uniform incorrectly, or
cleaned their rifle inadequately all of us were held
responsible. Very quickly one adapts to being mindful
of one’s colleagues – how they are thinking, feeling
and performing and how assistance may be provided. In our society we place a high value on freedom
and have a tendency to think and act independently.
The risk is we can become too concerned with our
own affairs and become blinded to the plight of those
around us. The benefits of a heightened awareness of
our colleagues and commitment to functioning collegially were immediately obvious. People were drawn
closer together, fostering mateship and building ‘esprit de corp’. I experienced the powerful effect high
morale has on the ability of a group to work together
effectively under pressure to achieve it’s goals: tasks
were completed quicker, better and with more enjoyment. This was an important lesson for me. Morale
is something I see Murali and others working hard to
build amongst surgical trainees, I’ve experienced it’s
presence in the best functioning surgical units and
absence in the worst and I believe it improves performance and outcomes in the operating theatre.
5

Mass casualty simulation

Since then I completed the Medical Officer’s Introductory Course. This course covers dry topics such
as the administrative side of health in the Army as
well as juicer topics such musculoskeletal medicine,
infectious disease and of course trauma. The highlight was a brilliantly organised night-time mass casualty simulation: this involved over 50 people; several
army vehicles and two well stocked field resuscitation
bays. The nursing officers performed the retrieval and
triage of the many ‘injured’ soldiers while the medical
officers received patients in the resuscitation bays.
The fidelity of the simulation was enhanced with the
sight of smoke, upturned vehicles, blood and sounds
of screaming, gunfire and helicopters. This is an example of what Army like to call ‘battle innoculation’.
More recently, I attended the Logistic Officers Basic
Course. Essentially, this course is about all the

organisation and activity that goes on behind the
scenes to allow those on the frontline to fight – providing health care, storing supplies, fixing broken
equipment, transporting people and objects. Actually, it gave me a new level of appreciation for all
the people who make it possible for surgeons to operate – those who build and maintaining operating
theatres, resupply stock, prepare instruments and
organise patients.
Being a member of the Army has been an opportunity to be part of something much bigger than myself.
Defence is an enormous, complex and fascinating
organisation filled with a diversity of people performing an incredible variety of roles. Having completed
the requisite courses, I’m now considered deployable and hopefully will do so in the future when I’m
qualified as a surgeon.

Logistic officers basic course
6
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It would be an exaggeration to say that my grandfather was the reason I joined the Army. Nevertheless, it was
a factor. By gaining an insight into the Army I gained an insight in my grandfather and my family history.
Last year my grandad died at the age of 95. On his deathbed, my grandad was asked about the best time in
his life. Surprisingly, he answered it was the war. The mateship that sustained him during the war he never
experienced again.
To my brother and I, he was a great grandad – caring, knowledgeable and witty to the end. My mother says his
last decade of life was perhaps his most contented. I’m grateful he lived long enough to find peace. I think he
deserved it. After his death I’ve come to understand an important role elderly people perform for their family.
My grandad was the mooring to which my extended family were attached. In his absence, we have become
untethered and risk drifting apart. I think of my grandad when I interact with elderly patients. I wonder what
cards life may have dealt them and what cards they may yet still have to play.
“Lest we forget” is a wonderful phrase. To me it is a succinct and sombre reminder of the importance of remembrance. But what is it that we should remember at this time of renewed interest in Australia’s military history?
At various ceremonies around the world, our politicians and military leaders spoke of the duty, mateship, courage, endurance and humour that characterise the ANZAC spirit. While this respect for our history and recognition of our soldier’s character is welcome, we also need to be cautious of glorifying the past and mythologising
our ancestors. Wars are not fought by perfect supernatural beings but by imperfect normal people with fears,
weaknesses, vulnerabilities and shortcomings – capable of great deeds and also of failure. The war had long
lasting impact on many peoples lives and the effects have reverberated across generations. That is why their
sacrifice deserves remembrance.
Lest we forget.

Grandad doing it tough in Syria
Vol 2 Issue 1 May 2015
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Pathfinder
Prof Bruce Waxman

So you want to be a surgeon in the RAAF?
The values of military service and my journey

Before you answer this question, may I put it to you
that to fulfil that dream there are certain criteria, or
what I call ‘ values’ you should consider before calling the ADF recruitment hotline: 131901 or go on line
at: http://www.defencejobs.gov.au/airforce/healthsciencechaplaincy/ and meet Amanda!

go into the SET training program till after PGY4.
You could join the RAAF Reserve, either as a student or as a young graduate, and work your way up
through the ranks, and once selected into SET training have the opportunity of deployments during your
surgical training.

These seven values or criteria are:
1. A passion for Australia and a willingness to serve
your country
2. An acceptance of the politicians’ decisions and
those of Defence and the orders of your commanding officer;
3. An acceptance of the inherent dangers and consequences of deployment to a war zone;
4. A wish to provide surgical services to our troops,
both at home and on deployment;
5. A family history of active military service
6. A supportive partner and a mentor; and
7. The gut feeling that you “just want to do it”.
Why the RAAF and not the Army or the Navy?
If you have an interest in or love of flying, you don’t
like marching and get seasick (like my father) and
you’re preferred colour is blue rather than khaki or
white, then you’re in! All of this, of course, is predicated on the premise that you’re interested in a career in the ADF as a surgeon.
There are many possible routes to complete this
journey.
If you are still a medical student, you can apply for an
ADF scholarship to put you through medical school,
though you must remember the return of service obligation (ROSO), which is four years in the ADF after
graduation which, for some, restricts your ability to
8
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Joe Waxman, Philip Cawthorne and Bruce Williams
in Oxford, UK, 1944

The final option is to wait until you have your FRACS
and a staff position in a public hospital and join as a
surgeon, with the advantage of a higher rank, usually
as a squadron leader.
Whenever you join, there will be some training requirements, particularly officer training, weapons
training, and the importance of maintaining fitness
and being ready for deployment.
The current advantages of a career in the RAAF Specialise Reserve means the opportunity for deployments to war zones and the extraordinary opportunity for experience in military surgery, the obvious
downside being the requirement for three months
away from your family and your practice.
There may be the chance in the future of linking a
staff job in a Trauma Centre in Melbourne, with a
team of Anaesthetist ,Intensivist, General Surgeon
and Orthopaedic surgeon, all RAAF Reservists that
deploy together as a team. Such a model exists at
the Royal Brisbane Hospital, Queensland.
Needless to say, this is better to do when you are
young and your practice is flexible, or for some, leaving it towards the end of your career when you are
well established and can arrange locums.
Should you wish to be available for deployment, the
RAAF has four separate levels, or bands, indicating
different time periods for which you are available for
deployment, Band 1 being on-call 24/7 to Band 4, giving you two to four weeks to make up your mind.
Vol 2 Issue 1 May 2015

Bruce was very unlucky. He flew B25s and was attacked by no fewer than 9 FW 190s on the day the
allies retreated across the Rhine. Moreover he successfully parachuted out of his stricken B25 only to
be shot by the SS whilst in his parachute. A Dutch
boy witnessed all this and when the coast was clear
dragged Bruce’s body to his house and buried him
in the nature strip. On my last visit to Oosterbeek I
met the Dutch lad now in his 80s and we had a special service at Bruce’s grave now in the Oosterbeek
Commonwealth War Graves cemetery!

My journey in the RAAF
I was an established surgeon having fulfilled all seven criteria before I enlisted.
My father, Joseph, was a bomber pilot during WWII
and after the war was a successful commercial airline
pilot with Ansett. One of his many aphorisms was to
populate Australia. I was born in 1949, a baby boomer, the second of 4 and the first male, and hence was
named after Joe’s cousin, Bruce Williams, a bomber
pilot killed in action at Arnhem, and the best friend he
made during training Philip Cawthorne, a Lancaster
pilot killed in action over Germany. So I was born with
a legacy and flying in my blood.
I am passionate about Australia and prepared to put
back to my country which has served me so well and
to which my namesakes made the ultimate sacrifice
so I could reap all the rewards of this Lucky Country.
At the tender age of 5 I discovered I was deaf in one
ear, which meant I could never be a commercial airline pilot or a fighter pilot in the RAAF and fulfil the
flying dream, so there and then I decided to do medicine and because I had a VSD repair at the age of 11,
a surgeon.
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At secondary school I was senior Cadet Under-Officer
but decided not to continue with the ADF Reserves,
in those days the CMF, at university and put the focus
on my studies.
It was only after I had: completed my surgical training and established an academic surgical practice as
a colorectal surgeon, developed a strong interest in
surgical education, established a family, been through
a divorce and remarried, and now had a supportive
partner that the opportunity presented itself.
At the age of 50 it was the senior dental officer at my
hospital, who was a Wing Commander in the RAAF
Reserve, who recognised my interest in surgical education and my passion for aviation, encouraged me to
enlist, which happened in February 2000.
During my 15 years in the RAAF Specialist Reserve, I
had deployments to Bougainville in 2000, East Timor
for two tours in 2002, the surgical leader of the Victorian Civilian Medical Team -Team Golf - to Banda Aceh
after the tsunami, and finally, as part of Bali Assist II,
based in Darwin in October 2005.
I volunteered for service Iraq in 2006, but my eldest
daughter suggested there were younger surgeons
who would gain from the experience, my father,

who had volunteered to fly bombers over Germany,
said: ‘I was mad’, my wife was supportive, my three
sons said: ‘Go for it Dad’, and my other daughter a
paramedic said: ‘… don’t come home in a ‘Bag Dad’!
I wasn’t needed.
As predicted by my mentor dentist, who inspired me
to enlist, it was my involvement as an EMST Course
Director that led me to design an integrated ADF/
EMST Course to train ADF medical officers across all
three services in the principles of EMST integrated
with the principles of military trauma management
and surgery. The courses are held 3 times a year at
RAAF Richmond and all the faculty are serving ADF
Reservists.
The ADF/EMST Course will be my legacy to the
ADF and the many Medical officers who will use the
knowledge gained to the benefit of our troops
I retired on my 65th birthday in February 2014, happy with my achievements, and having fulfilled my
dream. I think Bruce and Philip would have been
proud of what I have achieved.
So if you want to be a surgeon in the RAAF Specialist
Reserve, satisfy the values, and follow your dream
and your dream should come true.
Weapons training - preparing for deployment

10
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Operating in Bougainville....

... and teaching on deployment: An adhoc EMST scenario
in East Timor as the patient

ANZAC Day 2005, Berwick.

East Timor, near Dili, 2002.
Vol 2 Issue 1 May 2015
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Newblood
Kiat Lim

PGY 2&3 Surgical Supervisor
Stepping in to Michael Fink’s shoes

I have an interest in clinical research and strive to do
things better. With that in mind, we need to be innovative, to encourage and train the next generation
of clinicians.
In undertaking this role, I have two broad aims. The
first is to provide direction and networking for trainees who may have an established interest. For trainees that are still undecided, provide an experience
and see where this journey takes them.
The second is to repackage how education and practical experience is being delivered. I believe that the
most aspects can be achieved remotely; permitting
greater participation and strengthening friendship
amongst peers.
Additionally I intend to expand the use of theatre for
trainees (surgery and anesthesia). I believe that this
practical experience is most valuable if it is delivered
well. We need to identify and pitch it to the level of
the trainees to ensure they get the most out of it. As
this would be optional, it would be an eye-opener for
those interested.
I believe that all the trainees are motivated and selfdriven. If we can provide a conducive environment
and some direction, I am sure they will excel.

Kiat completed his medical degree at Monash University, Alfred Hospital and Advanced Surgical Training at Austin
Hospital. During this time, he completed a higher degree by research, publication and thesis (Master of Surgery).
Upon completion, he undertook formal sub-specialty training in upper gastrointestinal and bariatric surgery.
He was one of the few pioneering trainees accredited by Australia and New Zealand Gastroesophageal Surgery
Association (ANZGOSA). At the Austin Hospital, Kiat is part of the Upper Gastrointestinal & Endocrine Unit.

12
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Workshops
V Muralidharan

Colonoscopy Workshop
A Pilot Workshop for Surgical Trainees

Surgical Simulation Workshops are increasingly being
considered as integral parts of training. These range
from team simulations for management of trauma
and emergencies through simulations for non-technical competencies to technical simulations of procedures. The evidence for the use of simulations to
prepare for real life experience is overwhelming in
many occupations including the military, commercial
airlines, space exploration and large industrial developments. The problem faced by surgical educators
is predominantly that simulation workshops require
time and effort most of which goes unfunded and
depend on the good will of the already overstretched
surgical educator workforce.
Low cost and high fidelity simulations tend to reduce
the overall costs and provide excellent experience i
certain circumstances. Support by industry partners
are another avenue for reducing the cost of such
teaching. The increasing awareness that single, stand
alone workshops are significantly less beneficial than
those which have repeated follow up modules (distributed simulations) means that we need to investigate the possibility of recurrent workshops over a
period of time.

From the surgical training perspective exposing trainees to simulations of procedures before they undertake such procedures will enhance their learning.
Endoscopies and in particular colonoscopies lend
themselves to modular simulation based training.
Even those who are competent in the procedure appear to benefit from undertaking such workshops.
The Victorian State Endoscopy Training Centre (SETC)
is based at Austin Hospital, a fact that many of you
are likely not to know. The main aim of this initiative s
the training of Nurse Colonoscopy Practitioners. The
program has been developed and run by Sylvia Constantinou who is the manager of the program and led
by Rhy Vaughan, Peter Ded Cruz and Adele Burgess.
In April 2015 under the auspices of SETC we conducted the first Colonoscopy Workshop for surgical trainees using the current program and adding a
Virtual Reality component using the CAE’s EndoVR
simulator kindly loaned by Mediquip. The workshop
appears to ahve eben a success based on feedback
and is planned to be repeated on an annual basis
along with a clinical study on its benefits.

Sylvia, Rhys and Peter enjoying moment of humour

Vol 2 Issue 1 Mayy 2015
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The workshop commenced with
didactic presentations by Peter
De Cruz in the education room
within the operating theatre
suites on level 2. This included
the basics of colonoscopies, techniques and possible problems including detection of loops. This
was followed by Rhys Vaughan
speaking advanced endoscopy
including polypectomy.

The actual simulation workshop was conducted
in the two endoscopy suites. Gastorenterology
fellow Suji Chandran took on the first simulation
exercise. The Torque Steering Trainer is an excellent example of low tech hi fidelity simulation. This
allows participants to get a good feel on how to
steer and control torque on a colonoscope using
no mroe than a fixed aperture and a salad bowl
mounted on a steel plate. The salad bowl has the
letters of the alphabet which the participant has
to track according to order.

14
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Rhys conducted the simulation using the Kyoto
model torso within which different types of colonic loops could be interchanged. This also requires a colonoscope and attendant tower. This is
an augented reality simulator.
The third part was supervised by Peter De Cruz
who oversaw the Virtual reality module of the
workshop using CAE’s EndoVR system kindly
loaned to us by Mediquip.
Trainees rotated through each of the three systems in turn. Preliminary feedback is extremely
positive. We now plan to conduct atleast one of
these each year as well as initiate a prospective
study on educational values and outcomes.

Vol 2 Issue 1 May 2015
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Pathfinder
Martin Richardson

Navy Surgeon?
If you have sea legs why not join the Navy?

My name is Martin Richardson and I am a Surgeon
Commander in the Royal Australian Navy Reserve
(RANR). I was commissioned as a Lieutenant Commander in March 2010 with a one month program at
HMAS Creswell, our officer training school on Jervis
Bay in NSW. Here we learnt our Navy etiquette and
did training such as learning the 9mm Browning pistol, damage control and fire fighting drills on board a
ship. To be an active medical officer in the RANR you
are obliged generally expected to do 5 days a year for
with the Navy to maintain military medicine currency.
This is generally done with the annual training camps
(eg Ex Bluestokes) where we do various training programs including HUET (Helicopter Underwater Escape Training), EMST , EMSB, Styer rifle training etc.

The Navy have offered me many challenges in my
short Military career including RANSAC (Royal Australian Navy Staff Acquaint Course) and recently I
have had the privilege of serving my country with a
multidisciplinary ADF health group deployed to the
NATO Role 3 trauma hospital in Kandahar, Afghanistan embedded with the US Navy. This has been the
pinnacle so far offering the ability to be involved in an
amazing trauma system managing penetrating war
trauma that we do not see in our civilian practices.
The people I meet and serve with have been the
highlight of my career. Not only do you work with the
elite of our medical profession but you get the chance
of interacting with the many other facets making up
our ADF (Australian Defence Force) including chaplains, lawyers, soldiers, sailors and airmen.
Future opportunities I am looking forward to with my
naval career are the potential humanitarian mission
aboard our new LHD (Landing Helicopter Docks)
HMAS Canberra and Adelaide, each having onboard
hospitals with two operating theatres, eight bed ICU,
20 bed step down and potentially 1000 bed hospital.
They also have the capacity to make enough fresh
water and electricity for a Pacific nation whose whole
infrastructure may have been destroyed by a cyclone
or earthquake.
There is a significant need to bolster the numbers in
the surgical ranks of the RAN. Enthusiastic trainees
would be encouraged to talk to myself (0418368310),
or another of my colleagues in the RANR, to explore
further details of how to join our ranks and experience the many opportunities available to enrich your
surgical careers.

16
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Pathfinder
A/Prof Frank Miller

Drudging with the diggers
Surgeon in the Army Reserves

Hi, I would like to start this article by thanking Murali for his kind invitation to write about the Army Reserves, or at least my experience of it. I am a general
surgeon in Wangaratta, and although I have trained
in many of the metropolitan hospitals, the Austin is
one of the few places I have never actually worked
in unfortunately and thus I will be unknown to most
of you.

I regard military surgery as an interesting and exciting extension of my work as a rural general surgeon
and it would also fit well with any surgeon who likes
the tempo of acute care surgery. I would be very
happy to discuss further (Rooms 03 5721 6957, francismiller1066@hotmail.com).
I would certainly recommend joining the ADF, you’ll
never look back.

Following an interest in trauma as well as the history
and traditions of the Australian Army, as a SET 2 trainee I successfully applied to join the Army Reserves.
Since that time, I have been posted to several units,
those being the 22 Construction Regiment, 4 Combat Service Support Battalion (4CSSB) which is based
in Broadmeadows and more recently, the Victorian
Branch of the 3 Health Support Battalion (3HSB). The
3HSB headquarters is located in Adelaide and is the
main grouping for army medical specialists encompassed by South Australia, Tasmania, NSW, Queensland and Victoria.
The majority of medical specialists in the Australian
Defence Force (ADF – sorry about all the acronyms
but that is the army way) are employed as reservists
and so the Reserve is important to the nation’s military capability.
Due to the demands and vagaries of the training program and then establishing a surgical practice in the
north-east of Victoria, up until now, the majority of
my involvement in the defence force has been occupied with training in courses and on various field
exercises, teaching and contributing to medical support. Last year though I was fortunate to gain a deployment to Papua New Guinea and I look forward to
more substantial deployments in the future.
Vol 2 Issue 1 May 2015
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Sands of Time
Robert Winther

Repatriation
Department of Veterans’ Affairs & Heidelberg

Senator Edward Millen (1860-1923) the Minister for
Repatriation, 28 September 1916 to 9 February 1923.
Created a new government department staffed exclusively by returned soldiers. The Repatriation Department now known as the Department of Veterans’
Affairs will celebrate 100 years of service in 2018.
This Australian wide system saw the Central Office
in Melbourne. Melbourne served as the Capital until
Canberra was established in 1927. Central Office remained in Melbourne until the 1970’s. Each State had
a Branch Office with a full range of services unlike
the National linkage that exists today. Also each State
had a range of Institutions.
A legacy of World War 1 was the Repatriation Artificial
Limb Factories (RALF) in each State. These changed
to become the Repatriation Artificial Limb and Appliance Centre (RALAC), and over time have evolved
into Public and Private Organisations, and limb design influenced by advances in technology.
World War 11 further enhanced the system. Army
Hospitals were needed and were built with the plan
to hand them over for repatriation purposes at a future date. These hospitals in time replaced the old
Repatriation Hospitals established after World War 1.
In 1988 the Repatriation Commission decided to divest itself of the medical Institutions and become a
Purchaser rather than a Provider of services. This decision signalled a significant period of change, transition processes, hospital transfers to Public and Private Ownership, as well as closures of facilities while
continuing to provide care to the client population.
The Victorian structure was unique with the Central
Office also in the State.
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Senator Edward Millen (1860-1923)
Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital
1 March 1941: Opened as 115th AGH Heidelberg
Later known as 115th Heidelberg Military Hospital
19 May 1947: Handed over to the Repatriation Commission & named Repatriation General Hospital
Heidelberg
Became known as Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital
1988: Repatriation Commission decision to be Purchaser and not a Provider of medical care
1 January 1995: Transferred to the Victorian State
Hospital System
1 April 1995: Amalgamated with Austin Hospital and
became part of Austin Health
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A listing of the facilities are:
Central Office
Branch Office
Repatriation General Hospital Caulfield (closed 1950’s)
Repatriation General Hospital Heidelberg (transferred to the State 1.1.1995)
Macleod Repatriation Hospital (closed 1990’s and patients to Heidelberg)
ANZAC Hostel (closed and transferred to local council, some land to Vasey RSL Care for an Aged Care Facility)
Out Patient Clinic (closed)
Bundoora Repatriation Hospital (closed 1990’s and patients to Mont Park)
Rockingham (closed)
Repatriation Artificial Limb and Appliance Centre (closed)
Central Development Unit (artificial limbs) (moved to Heidelberg and then Caulfield)

The Hospital has maintained a strong sense of the past but has embraced change in a positive manner.
Commemorative Services, memorabilia, naming of buildings, gardens, rooms and roads have all added to
the culture of a special hospital with a special history. The images located in the hospital and the collection
in Gallery 41 is significant. The support by the Veteran Community and the strong working relationship with
DVA has been maintained. There is a heritage that cannot be forgotten.
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Pathfinder
V Muralidharan

How can we remember if we never knew?
Standing with the one hundred and twenty thousand

I have pondered a question intermittently for more
than two decades and yet it troubles me with no clear
answer. What does ANZAC day mean to an adult migrant to Australia?
I vividly remember the day, 26 years ago when I
stepped off an Air Lanka flight at Tullamarine Airport
to continue my medical undergraduate studies at Monash University. I look back at the years I have been
in Australia, grateful that the nation has afforded me
a life of safety from political violence, discrimination
and the opportunity to follow my dream. I ask myself
how much we migrants know of this country and the
people who built it, bled for it and died for it?

their courage regardless of their background. The
Aussies appeared infrequently but were portrayed as
tough soldiers. Then came the Airfix 1:32 scale model
soldiers, with the Australian Infantry in dynamic and
striking poses with their characteristic jungle caps.
Yes, you’ve guessed it, I still have them too.

I like to think I was quite different to the usual immigrant, as we all do at times. As I stepped off the
plane in 1989 I had an inkling that this was a very big
country, that they loved their cricket, rugby and beer.
I also knew that they had weird animals that were
not seen in any other part of the world. As a student
of military history (not an expert) I had an advantage
over the usual migrant student in that I knew much of
Australian involvement in modern wars.
Australians at War
My earliest exposure to Australians in combat was
through “Commando” war comics where the diggers
were presented as tough soldiers with a penchant for
trouble making and drinking when off duty. Looking
back from my adulthood, I am quite impressed by
these comics, all of which I still have in my possession (I am a collector…or hoarder) in that they did not
vilify any particular nation or army. The stories were
myriad but there were heroes and cowards on both
sides, war criminals and petty personalities in each
force. The stories were about individuals and
20

By the time I arrived at Tullamarine airport I knew
of the Rats of Tobruk and their stubborn defence
against Rommel the Desert Fox. I knew of the Burma campaign and the heroics of the Kokoda trail. I
was knowledgeable enough to realise that Japan’s
logistical trail was so long that they could not have
successfully invaded Australia and held it but that
didn’t diminish the war effort in Papua & New Guinea. I knew of the amazing achievement at Beersheba and even the difference between cavalry and
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light horse. Of course, the Dardanelles campaign, the
role of the then First Lord of the Admiralty Winston
Churchill and the strategic blunder that was Gallipoli
was very familiar to me.
However, I didn’t know about Villers-Bretonneux and
the impact it had on blunting the Ludendorff offensive until this year.
So the question rises to the surface again. How
much do we know? Those who were born in Australia
are likely to have some relative who took part in the
world wars and others who still say goodbye to their
loved ones to the many battlefields of today. Second
generation migrants will learn some history in school
though that appears to be diminishing slowly.
Yet what about adult migrants? How much do they
know? Do we owe a debt to those who died to provide us with safe harbour by at least learning about
them and where they died or why?
After twenty six years of wanting to attend the
ANZAC day ceremonies at the War Memorial I finally
got a chance. Perhaps a coincidence or possibly fate
had my daughter having to attend the Australian Institute of Sports (AIS) for a workshop on fencing, my
wife wanting to drive to Canberra for the occasion
rather than fly and the 100th anniversary ANZAC day
occurring on the same week. This led to me joining
them for a “Holiday in Canberra” to the accompaniment of weird looks from my friends who were convinced that the stress of life as a surgeon had finally
caught up with my sanity.
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The Pilgrimage
We had plenty of time to ourselves as my daughter
was now left in the AIS with the rest of the Victorian
fencers. So we planned to attend the dawn Service
on Saturday the 25th of April 2015. Waking up at
4.00am we decided to walk to the city centre where
the local government had set up a shuttle service.
We came across a young ex-serviceman who was
standing at the wrong bus stop who then decided
to accompany us. Within a few minutes there was
a stream of people coming from different street all
following us. I hoped that we were leading them on
the correct route.
It was interesting waiting in the queue for the shuttle
bus service. A few people decided to walk across the
street and take the easy way by taxi. Most stayed
on. Finally the bus arrived and we were on our way.
As the bus neared the war memorial I was struck
the number of vehicles that were parked in the open
spaces. As we alighted from the bus it was an interesting mix of people that I saw walking solemnly
towards the specified area.
Young and old they walked in silence. Teenagers with
torn jeans and elderly dressed prim and proper. Old
warhorses wearing their uniforms brazenly displaying rows of medals and ribbons. All walking upright,
proud of their uniforms and their families. Little children by their mother’s side, toddlers on their father’s
shoulders, grandchildren walking hand in hand with
grandparents. There was little sound but that of the
footsteps on the ground made wet by the early morning dew.
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The morning service was preceded by three 15 minute excerpts from soldier’s diaries, read out proudly
and clearly, describing the horrors of war and the base
courage of the soldiers. Superhuman efforts made by
men for their comrades in arms and the futile deaths
of many that followed. At 5.15am the announcement
came that all parade ground light would be turned off
in the expectation of the dawn service. One by one,
as if demonstrating respect for the fallen, the lights
twinkled out. Darkness descended and with that a
calm all enveloping silence.
As darkness enveloped I marvelled at the throng of
humanity gathered, all one hundred and twenty thousand of them…. No…of us…, in complete silence.
The enormity of that effort amazed me. Then came
eerie sound of a lone didgeridoo. Able seaman boatswain’s mate Alan Patterson of the Gungagandji people did the honours and the dawn service, the most
solemn service I have ever witnessed commenced.
Short and to the point with military precision but soft
and nurturing like the caress of a mothers love.
As the service ended the first light of dawn begins to
break and I could imagine the men in their trenches
ready to go “Over the Top” yet again. The Last Post
sounds followed by the Reveille and the national anthem , then the ceremony is over. We trudge back
with the masses to the buses and then walked our
way in thoughtful silence.

A magnificent experience made so much more by
the display of reverence, respect and honour by
those who gathered that day. There was no question
of the value of ANZAC day to this country.
I feel ashamed that it had taken me 26 years yet
proud that I finally made it and stood with the
120,000 that cold morning to the sound of silence.
I explain to my daughter that Australians have never been belligerents in war and always took to the
field for their friends and allies. I point to the green
and gold Southern Star embroidered on her fencing
breeches and remind her that the men and women
we remembered that day made it possible for her
to wear that today. I hope she remembers. I think
she will.
I still don’t know the answer to what adult migrants
may feel about ANZAC day. What I certainly know
beyond a shadow of doubt is what it should mean
to them! The old continue make war for the young
to fight and die. Though we cannot prevent it we can
hope that one day we will evolve beyond such destructive stupidity.
In the meantime let us at least remember! Let us
make the journey and pay our respects even just
once in our life as denizens of this country.
Let us learn and never forget!

The Dawn Service from my vantage point
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Pot Pouri
V.Muralidharan

Battle of Villers-Bretonneux
The unremembered victory

The German Army launched its last great summer offensive of the First World War in April 1918, famously
known as the Ludendorff offensive after the German
commander. It was intended to breach allied lines
and outflank the British forces. The German forces
took the town of Villers-Bretonneux with the aim of
advancing to Amiens, a critical road and rail junction.
The battle of Villers-Bretonneux in France, and the
subsequent pushing back of German forces, has
been described as a crucial turning point in World
War I. In March 1918, the Germans launched a major offensive attack to take the strategic French town
of Amiens. As they moved westwards towards their
goal, at dawn on April 24 they captured the tactically important town of Villers-Bretonneux. The town,
which lies just south of the River Somme, opened
the way to Amiens. An immediate counter-attack
was planned by British commanders, with two Australian brigades, the 13th and the 15th and three British battalions ordered to encircle the town at night.
The 13th Brigade of the 4th Australian Division, commanded by General William Glasgow, would attack to
the south of Villers-Bretonneux, while the 15th Brigade of the 5th Australian Division, commanded by
General Harold “Pompey” Elliot, would attack to the
north. In all, about 3,900 men were part of the attack.
Due to the lack of reconnaissance information it was
decided to launch the assault at night and without the
usual preliminary artillery bombardment which would
have alerted the enemy to an impending attack.
Australian troops displayed great bravery and suffered
a terrible loss with nearly 2,400 Australians deaths
mostly at the hands of German machine gun crews.
Lieutenant Clifford Sadlier of the 51st battalion
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received the Victoria Cross after attacking such a post
with hand grenades. The two brigades outflanked the
town and entrapped the Germans and by the 25th
were mopping up within the village. Three years to
the day on the anniversary of the Gallipoli landings
the Australian troops were determined to succeed.
The Australians attacking to the north of the town
overcame the German resistance in a famous irresistible charge. The British and French high command
gave high praise to the Australian achievements considering that it was launched at night with little preamble, reconnaissance or artillery support, a testament to their skill and bravery, The town remained in
allied hands until the end of the war.
This was a crucial battle in stopping the German summer offensive which then lead to the end of the war.
Occurring on ANZAC day and on the Western Front
where the war was ultimately decided it is a significant event that needs to be known and remembered
just as much as the landings at Gallipoli three years
prior. The battle is also famous for the first tank versus tank engagement in the war. To this day, the people of the town annually observe Anzac Day, and the
school in the village bears the simple message on
the playground wall “Never forget Australia”
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Halls of Learning
Scott Robson

Echuca Experience
Learning surgery at the Northern border

As an intern I rotated to Echuca for just five short
weeks as part of my emergency rotation, while there
I loved the town, the people and the work. I also was
lucky enough to get to know the surgical registrar
at the time who enjoyed the job and the social side
of living and working in Echuca. So when putting in
preferences for last year I was very happy to have
the opportunity to return to Echuca for a further six
months. The Echuca rotation is often overlooked by
many when selecting preferences, I believe due to a
lack of knowledge about the rotation or its distance
from Melbourne. I hope that this short piece will
remedy one of those issues, for the other perhaps
consider some flying lessons.
Echuca is a large rural town situated around two and
a half hours north of Melbourne and around an hour
north of Bendigo. The Echuca Hospital is situated in
the centre of the township and is rural hospital of
around 40 beds that services not only the population
of Echuca it’s self but also the much larger population
of the surrounding towns. The Hospital has very recently undergone a complete rebuild which was due
to open three weeks after the end of my rotation. So
although I have not seen it for myself I have been told
by my residents and interns that the new facilities are
very impressive.

intimidating at first but they are always willing to welcome another into their fold. The experience of getting to know everyone in made easier by a healthy
interest in AFL especially if you are a Richmond supporter. Unfortunately as a Geelong supporter this
process took slightly longer for me.
The hospital is split into three teams, two medical
teams headed up by the two large GP practices in
town and then the surgical team headed up by the
surgical registrar. As such any patients that have a
surgical problem or have undergone an operation are
admitted under the surgical team. This is the case
even if the operation was performed by an Orthopaedic Surgeon, Gynaecologist or Urologist. As such
you are considered the surgical registrar rather than
a general surgical registrar, I counted myself lucky
to have completed urology and orthopaedic rotations
in the past and was thankful to some very patient
gynaecologists.

The operating theatres were rebuilt five years ago
and are very modern, they consist of three theatres,
a large recovery, pre-operative area and a rather nice
tea room, which is often filled with some delicious
home cooking. The nursing staff are permanent surgical staff that rotate throughout all roles including recovery, anaesthetic nursing and scrub nursing. They
are a fantastic group that know each other very well
and work together every day. This can be very
24
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A standard day consists of a ward round in the morning of all the surgical patients, usually accompanied
later by the surgeon on for the day and then it’s off
to theatre. The hospital runs two morning and afternoon lists every day except on Friday when it is
only one list. This was great as it allowed me to assist with two lists a day and get great experience doing minor operations and helping out with the bigger
stuff. There is also a reasonable number of afterhours
operations which is optional to assist with but if you
are willing to stick around the bosses will hand over
the instruments and provide some great teaching.
This was my first rotation as a registrar so I was lacking in experience with assisting and was almost devoid of primary operator experience. My theatre time
in Echuca was a fantastic chance at to “learn” to assist with operations ranging from a skin excision to
low anterior resection in general surgery and from
a knee replacement to an emergency caesarean for
the other specialties. Each gave me opportunities
with a number of operations and I was very well supported whilst having my first opportunity to perform
common general surgical operations such as open
umbilical and inguinal hernia repairs and appendicectomies.
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The other great experience that this site provides
is the practice with scopes, with two to three lists
of scopes a week I was able to progress from an
absolute beginner to performing the majority of the
gastroscopies and completing a number of colonoscopies by the end of the term.
There are four visiting general surgery consultants
that rotate through for the week and cover the weekends, three of these are from Bendigo and the fourth
is from Melbourne. All are experienced with the resources available at Echuca and are very supportive
when it comes to the management of presentations
in emergency and ward patients. There is also a permanent Orthopaedic surgeon who lives in Echuca
and operates two days a week, who takes an active
interest in the management of orthopaedic patients
on the ward.
Whilst living in Echuca I was placed in accommodation attached to the hospital with the other junior
doctors that staff the ward and emergency department. This created a fantastic community feel and
I found myself out for dinner every other night with
the consultants, junior doctors, allied health, nursing
staff or often a combination of these groups.
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Each Monday night consisted of a friendly but often
competitive lawn tennis match amongst a group of
hospital employees and every Thursday was weekly
Trivia night which I attended religiously but found myself sorely lacking in knowledge.
Echuca was a great place to live for the six months
that I was there, it has an active night life on the
weekend with a couple of nice bars in town, the most
notable being “The American”. I was lucky enough to
go to the River Boats Festival, a small music festival
on the river, watched the Southern 80 speed boat
race and spent a good time exploring. It is great if
you are an outdoors type of person with lots of spots
for camping, biking, hiking or of course fishing. I had
a couple of goes with the rod whilst I was up there
but only managed to catch a sizeable number of carp,
in the picture shows me giving one of these a Rex
Hunt kiss.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time in Echuca, I found the work and case mix stimulating, the surgical skills practice copious and the social life captivating. I would recommend this rotation to anyone who is willing to
“make the move” and enjoy this country gem.
THE FUTURE OF LAMINAS
Laminas was an experiment in collegiality with the aim of cementing the spirit of Austin surgical training. The commitment of the editorial team and the response by most trainees and surgeons when
requested for contributions has been pleasantly positive.
However, as we mentioned in the first edition, we intended to undertake a survey of the readership
to determine if this is a worthwhile endeavour to continue and your input will be very much appreciated. Given the time commitment required for this publication by most participants it is important that
we know if it has reached its target audience and what impression it has made on them.
At present plans will continue with the production of the Volume 2 of which this is the first issue
which returns us to the normal release schedule. Future issues will depend on the level of interest
and so we urge you to kindly spend a few minutes completing the survey which is made up of eight
simple questions. We would also appreciate any comments, offers of participation, feedback or opinions as part of the survey at the following link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Laminas2015
Previous editions may be downloaded from the The University of Melbourne Department of Surgery, Austin
Health website at: http://www.austinsurgery.unimelb.edu.au/
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Book Review
V.Muralidharan

ANZAC Surgeons of Gallipoli
ANZAC Centenary Memorial Release

This is a commemorative edition of 240 pages published by the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons
to mark the 100th anniversary of the Gallipoli landing.
The book is a square, soft cover coffee table edition
and priced at AU$30.00.
The book has a very interesting layout. The core content is in two parts. One is the single page biographies of 188 surgeons and medics who participated
in the Dardanelles campaign by serving in Gallipoli
and the lines of communications including the hospital ships, island of Lemnos and the military hospitals
in Egypt. The biographies are those of Australian and
New Zealand surgeons and those who subsequently
became fellows of the RACS once it was founded in
1927. This included specialists who held appointments
as surgeon prior to WW1 and medical students who
served and subsequently qualified as surgeons. Also
included are those who practiced surgery in Australia or New Zealand and were Fellows of the English,
Scottish or Irish Colleges or whose appointment or
practice was substantially as a surgeon.
Each biography succinctly captures their early life, experience in Gallipoli, history after the campaign and
their future after the end of World War 1. The biographies were written by fellows of the college and the
college staff. The biographies are laid out on the even
numbered pages up to page 146 and thereafter the
biographies continue on both sides of the pages.
The other half of the content is presented in four chapters which are laid out on the odd numbered pages
up to page 147. Chapter one provides an introduction
to the campaign and the medical services developed
and provided by the allied forces. Chapter two covers
lessons learned from the campaign including
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command, casualty regulation and a multitude of
specific issues relating to various diseases. Chapter
3 relates the medical arrangements of Turkish forces and the fourth and largest chapter describes the
management of wounds and development of techniques.
At the back of the book is a table listing surgeons and
future surgeons who served in Gallipoli. On page 214
a colour plate depicts the portraits of six presidents
of the college who served in the Dardanelles campaign.
Edited by Elizabeth Milford and David Watters the
book has contributions from a number of eminent
members of the college. The book provides a valuable
summary of the surgical contribution to the welfare
of the fighting forces in the Dardanelles Campaign.
It is a worthy addition to the personal library of every
fellow of the college and can be purchased online
from the RACS website or from the college museum
at RACS headquarters in Melbourne. I strongly recommend that you take the time to visit the college
museum, spend some time at the displays when you
purchase the book.
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In Flanders Fields
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.
Major John McRae
May 1915

